Positions titles and locations:

**Graphic Services Technician (Waukegan, IL)**

*Waukegan, IL* – Establishes and maintains a strong, positive working relationship with all internal and external customers and creates an environment for continued growth and customer satisfaction. This position works closely with the Client Services, the Planning Services, and Operations teams to create a smooth transition through production.

**Bindery Setup Operator Apprentice (Gurnee, IL)**

*Gurnee, IL* – We are looking for mechanically-inclined individuals with can-do attitudes and an interest in operations in a printing environment to join us as a Bindery Setup Operator Apprentice. Must be willing to work any shift. These are apprenticeship positions, so it is not expected that you will be able to operate bindery equipment at a journeyman level when you start. A willingness and aptitude to learn a new craft is what we are looking for.

**Staff Accountant (Gurnee, IL)**

*Gurnee, IL* – As a Staff Accountant, you will provide financial reporting and analysis for Nosco’s operations, prepare journal entries for the monthly general ledger close, and perform general ledger account analysis and review, while working directly with Operations and Senior Management to add value.

**Account Management Specialist (Waukegan, IL)**
WAUKEGAN, IL – The Account Management Specialist establishes and maintains a strong, positive working relationship with all internal and external customers that creates an environment for continued growth and customer satisfaction. This is not a position that you just take orders and input them into a system. You will be encouraged and expected to get to know your customers' needs, determine solutions for them with other Nosco employees, and be an integral part of our Customer Service Process.

Logistics Specialist (Gurnee, IL)

GURNEE, IL – Participates in activities relating to receiving, storing, shipping, and delivery of finished product to our customers coupled with material and supplies to the material handling/production group.

Finishing Expeditor (Gurnee, IL)

GURNEE, IL – As a Finishing Expeditor you will be responsible for expediting the production flow and materials between departments. Finishing Expeditor will organize and maintain staging areas to ensure an organized workflow takes place. Expeditor will also perform basic mechanical and organizational tasks as required, such as refilling chemicals, rebuilding packers and assisting in preventive maintenance activities.